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Boston & Pittsburgh now promote unprotected oral sex as safer sex. Can_ada and Germany have for rears.
Will Monterey follow this trend in HIV education & what are the pitfalls to changing the safer sex message?

Will Oral Sex Save Us?
has tracked over 2,500 gay men since the
beginning of the epidemic. They have reported 1 case of transmission via oral sex. The subject in question was unable to have any sort of
he entrance to Blow Buddies is a anal penetration due to an injury.
non-descript storefront off of a
The risk appears higher in a compendium
busy San Francisco thoroughfare. of three San Francisco studies by epidemioloTrue to its name, the sex club caters to gay gist Michael Samuel; which followed 1,393
m~nin search of anonymous oral sex, and HIV- gay men for five years. 7.2% of those
according to men from Monterey who fre- · who reported that they hadn't engaged in any
quent the popular sex club, including those risky behaviors other than receptive oral sex,
who are HIV+, condoms are provided but in tested HIV+ by the end of the study. However,
most cases go unused. .
Dr. Larry Kingsley of the MACS study has
As the gay community enters- its second said in earlier interviews, gay men may be
decade living with the specter of HIV, one underreporting anal sex encounters because
tenet of safer sex educaof the social stigma
tion is being re-examined
which has developed
and, in some cities, jettibecause of safer sex messoned as ineffective or
sages.
even harmful to efforts
being made to rid the
The Fish or the River?
11
community of the virus.
HIV has been detected
in 52 percent of pre-cum
1
Unchanging Attitudes
samples, compared with
HIV infection is not
30 percent of semen samabout gray areas. If you
ples.· In the San Francisco
become infected, you will
studies reviewed by
probably die. Oral sex has
Michaels, those who took
been proven to be a
ejaculate in their mouths
method of transmitting
did not have a higher
HIV.
rate of infection than
In a random sampling
those that stopped before
by The Paper of 10 sexualtheir partners ejaculated.
ly active gay men ages 24However, data was pre45, all but one knew that
sented at the 1993
the only 100% risk-free ,
Conference on AIDS
sex was abstinence. Of
-from STOP AIDS San Frnacisco's
which showed that no
those asked, only one
safer oral sex literature
break in the anal or oral
,reported using condoms
mucosa! wall was necesduring oral sex and then
sary; HIV is pulled in by
inconsistently. This recells lining the . mucus
flects the findings of a
membranes which send the virus into the
1995 study of gay men ages 18-24 in New York lymph nodes.
City which reported that 91 % of those engag- Despite the differences in their findings, .
ing in receptive oral sex never use a condom.
researchers and educators generally agree that ·
The New York study illustrates. the discord , receptive oral sex without a condom is much
between knowing what is safe and practicing less risky when compared to receptive anal
what is unsafe, which is why some educators sex without a condom. [Editor's Note: The Paper
are changing their safer sex messages to reflect is working on finding information on the relative
what gay are doing versus what they should risk between protected anal sex and unprotected
be doing.
oral sex. These findings should be in the next
In the meantime, gay men who want to issue.]
make an informed decision about oral sex
must wade through existing research studies Some Say "Jo"
that can seem contradictory.
If you were a citizen of Canada or Germany,
the controversy over unprotected oral sex
Transmission Dato: lesser of Two Evils
would seem moot. Canada and Germany have
HIV infection via oral sex is possible. The
Multi-centered AIDS Cohort Study (MACS)

by Wes Koshiwogi
Contributing Writer
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We can't tell you
iust do it," and we
can't tell you 'iust
say no." We can
give you fads to
help you make the
choice that's right
for y~u.

Continued on Page 4

·MCAP's Stance
he Monterey County AIDS Project
(MCAP) is the largest provider of
HIV education in the region. Their
stance on unprotected oral sex is what
many residents use in determining what
is safer sex and what isn't.
MCAP' s Education Team is evaluat.ng whether to promote unprotected
oral sex as a safer alternative to anal sex.
However, weighing th~ risk involved-in
providing information that is open to
interpretatrnn has proven a stumbling~ ~-----....:
block.

T
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I think people will read
safer sex' and interp~et it
as I safe sex'

·Joy Rubey, Executive Director MCAP
"I think people will read 'safer sex'
and interpret it as 'safe sex'," said Joy
Rubey, MCAP' s Executive Director.
Rubey went on explain the difficulties
MCAP faces in condensing the · data
available on oral sex into an easily
understood message without diluting
the important information.
MCAP is also aware of the dangers of
restricting certain sexual practices in the
gay community. "It's hard to take a piece
of one's identity away and replace _it
with something that doesn't offer the
same sort of satisfaction," said Rubey.
"We run the dsk of shutting people completely off and them not coming back."
Rubey pointed out that MCAP's role
is to provide information which they can
use to make decisions about risk, not to
recommend a specific behavior. In the
meantime, here is MCAP' s stance on
oral sex:
While unprotected oral intercourse is not
without risk, it has shown to be considerably
less risky than unprotected anal or vaginal
intercourse. To reduce risk even further, do
not allow semen in your mouth, avoid brushing or flossing before oral sex, and do not
engage in oral sex if you have cuts, sores, or
bleeding gums. ·To further reduce risk, it is
recommended that people use a condom.

locals News

Monterey's Gay Homepage
Debuts on the Internet!
Visit us at http:/ /members.aol.com/stickyrice/mtrygay.html
onterey's gay community staked it's
claim on the Internet when the
Monterey Gay Webpage debuted on
January 8th. Over 600 visitors visited in its first
month, most from the central coast, some from
as far away as Idaho Falls and the Yucatan
peninsula
The Bay Area Reporter ran a story in Janurary
on Monterey's gay website as an example of
how gay businesses are using the Internet to
provide better service for their customers.
The website provides general information
about the gay community as well as a complete
list of local resources. Visitors can refer to a map
showing the locations of Franco's and After
Dark. . Gay and gayc.friendly advertisers from

M

The Paper are provided with a free listing and email link.
·
The homepage was conceived of and produced by The Paper as a community service.
Time-sensitive Information is updated every ·
other week and news stories are added to either
a page featuring social and1political news or one
on HIV/ AIDS research.
Also featured are links to other sites on the
Web including those mentioned in the current
issue of The Paper. Because we use America
Online as our server, we can't directly provide
what the Web has COfi1;e under fire for, namely >
smutty pictures.
For more info, contact Wes at 655-3756 or email him at stickyrice@aoLcom.
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Free Class Show You How to Work the Internet
Don't know the difference been UNIX and snack mix?
MoBIE, the Monterey Bay Internet Enthusiasts, provides free
monthly seminars on e-mail, creating a webpage, and other
features of the Internet.
Meetings are on the third Friday of the month from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. at the Forest Grove School, 1065 Congress Ave, in
Pacific Grove (near Country Club Gate). The friendly crowd is
a mix of students, middle-aged folks (like myself), _and a surprising number of seniors.
A session for . "Newbies" , those just starting out on
Internet,. starts at 7p.m . . The general meetings for more
advanced users starts at about 8:30 p.m. Separate Mac and PC
users groups also meet during the month.
This is not a gay organization by any means, but a useful
and friendly community group devoted towards enriching
the Internet.
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Republications Not As Anti-Gay
as Believed Says Gay GOP group
lmost half of the Republicans in
Congress are neutral on issues affecting
homosexuals, according to a study
reported on in the Washington Post. According to
an analysis by the Log Cabin Republicans, a
group of gay Republicans who unsuccessfully
tried. to contribute to Senators Dole's presidential campaign last year.
"There is a wide spectrum of views on gay
and lesbian issues" within the Republican Party,
said Richard Tafel, the group's executive dtrector. "The Republican Party is not a monolith on
gay and lesbian issues."
The study looked at the votes, statements,
hiring practices and other actions of 52 Senate
Republicans and .the 235 House Republicans,
scoring them on a scale from Oto 100. The lawmakers were placed in eight categories, ranging
from "Leader" to "Antagonistic."

A

The Ratings Game
Sen. Robert F. Bennett (Utah) was not rated
because he missed key votes on amendments to
the Ryan White AIDS funding bill; the group's
main basis for rating ~enators. Rep. Tom
Campbell (Calif.)_was not rated because he did
not take office until December.

145 lawmakers - 18 in the Senate and 127 m
the House - were deemed "Nonsupportive,"
"Hostile" or "Antagonistic."
The group found 143 lawmakers - 34 senators
and 109 House members - . were at least
"Tolerant," which the group labeled/'the neutral ground." The lawmakers "have not shown
a propensity to go on the attack against the gay
and lesbian community" but did not always
voting in support of issues of concern to them.
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Pro and Cons
Three GOP lawmakers received perfect
scores, Sens. John H. Chafee (RI.) and James M.
Jeffords (Vt.) and Rep. Steve Gunderson (Wis.).
Gunderson is the only openly gay Republican in
Congress.
Two were given scores of zero: Sen. Jesse
Helms (N.C.) and Rep. Robert K. Dornan
(Calif.).
Of the GOP presidential candidates in
Congress beside Dor~an, Sen. Richard G. Lugar
(Ind.) received a 75, putting him in the
"Supportive" category; Senate Majority Leader
Robert J. Dole (Kan.), 63, "Cooperative."'
State-level Republicans have lead anti-gay
bills in more than 16 states.

Mission Statement
"To inform and give voice to the
concerns of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender groups and indivi
uals of Monterey County in order to
contribute to the growth, stability,
and cohesiveness of that community
to the benefit of all its members."

Submissions
Opinions, articles and views
expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of The Paper.
Ownership of all submissions reverts
to the originator upon publication.

State News

CA Senate to Vote on
Anti-Gay Marriage Bill ·
Letters needed to sway vote of Senate judiciary
by Anna Diplosis
Contributing Writer
n the very eve 9f Hawaii's
groundbreaking decision to
legalize gay marriage, conservative . Republican members of
California's legislature are halfway
towards passimg a law that would
ban same-sex unions in California.
If AB1982 passes the Senate
Judiciary Committee sometime
within the next 2-4 weeks (as of
March 2nd), legal same-sex mar-

O

riages or domestic partnerships will
become invalid upon entry into
California. This bill would void custody rights, health benefits, tax
breaks, and other rights linked to a
legally binding marriage.
Knight has launched a second
anti-gay bill, AB 3227, which was
introducedFebruary 23rd. The bill
cannot be heard in committee until
March 27th and it must pass out of
the Assembly policy committee(s)
before May 10th, according to LIFE
Lobby, a California gay/ AIDS rights
lobbying organization.

Passage of AB1982 and bills like it
that are pending or have been
passed in 15 other states could force
the creation of "marriage passports"
which would have to be checked
upon entry into a state not recognizing same sex marriage. Additional
government funds would need to be
redirected to the bureaucracy created to watch over a state's borders.
·For information on lobbying your
senator directly, call Laurie McBride
at LIFE Lobby, (916) 444-0424, oremail: LmCAgayLOB@aol.com

Senators on the Senate
Judiciary Committee

The List of Senators

nm Leslie Alpine, Amador, Butte,

Charles Calderson (Chair on both)

Please put special emphasis on the three
Senators who make up the subcommittee on
Family Law (which includes our own Henry
Mello), plus the Senators whose votes are
essential to keep the bill from passing in a
vote of the full committee. The following list
gives their counties and major cities within
their district:x

Los Angeles County: Bell Gardens, Norwalk,
Huntington Beach, Whittier

Calaveras, EI Dorado, Lassen, Modoc, Mono,
Nevada,Placer, Plumas, Sierra, and Yuba
Counties: South Lake Tahoe, Truckee

Where & How to Send Your Letters
Address all letters to their Capitol offices:
The Honorable [name of Senator]
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Senator [last name]
Vote NO on AB 1982 ...etc.

Other News
Famous Economist Comes Out
After 25 years as a respected economist and
co-editor of the leading textbook of British economic history, Donald McCloskey is now Ms.
Deidre McCloskey.
In his book, "The Rhetoric of Economics",
he chastised fellow economists for submerging
human behavior in mathematical formulas.
A:nd Professor McCloskey, 53, went out of his
way to foster the emerging field of feminist economics, which holds that existing theory is too
much based on the male competitive urge.
The professor of economics and history at
the University of Iowa since 1980, now a visiting professor at Erasmus University in
Rotterdam, Deirdre/ Donald McCloskey has
written and edited 200 articles and 20 books.
Last November, he divorced his wife of 30
years, underwen_t cosmetic surgery, and
changed his name to Deirdre, which is Irish and
means "wanderer".
·
"This isn't Mardi Gras, this isn't a costume
thing, to fool people or trick people or startle
people," Ms McCloskey said. "This is just me
being a woman."

Wedding Announcements Campaign
The Forum on the Right to Marriage
(FORM) is formally beginning a campaign to
write letters and send wedding photos to news-

Henry Mello (on Family Law
Subcommittee) Monterey, San Beruto,

Milton Marks Marin / San Francisco /
Sonoma Counties: Petaluma, San Francisco,
San Rafael.

Santa Clara and Santa Cruz counties

Jack O'Connell San Luis Obispo/ Santa

Cathie Wright (on both) Los Angeles /

Barbara / Ventura counties: Santa Barbara,
Ventura, Ojai

Ventura: Simi Valley, Thousand Oaks,
Oxnard

' Ray Haynes

Riverside/San Diego counties:
Corona, Hemet, Riverside, Sun City.

Bill Lockyer Alameda / Santa Clara counties: Fremont, Hayward, San Jose.
papers across the country to publish same-sex
wedding announcements. This is an excellent
way to educate the public both about gay couples, as well .as raise consciousness about the
unfairness of being denied this most basic
human right.
In the process of getting local newspapers to
recognize our unions, even if we don't at first
succeed, we will be helping the public understand that marital discrimination against us is
an issue we take very seriously. If newspapers
refuse, we have an issue to rally around; one
that really has the power to energize people, to
get them talking, And if they agree, will see the
simple, everyday message that gay people form
families, too. Several major newspapers across
the country already publish such announcements.

Buchanam Anti-Gay Statements Appeal
to Conservative Fears
·
Republican presidential candidate Patrick
Buchanan threw a new salvo at the gay and lesbian community on the eve of the New
Hampshire GOP caucus today when he stated
that he would not hire anyone openly gay for a
staff position in a Buchanan administration.
The candidate, already under fire over a
, controversy involving two former campaign
aides with ties to racist groups, also reiterated
his position against gays in the military.
"Buchanan is clearly appealing to the homophobia of the religious right and working class,
mostly rural, southern white voters who haye
been fed a line of propaganda, and fear that

What AB3227 Will Do
The f~llowing is a copy of the the bill now heading
towards the Assembly Judiciary Committee.

SECTION 1. Section 300.S is added to the Family Code, to
read: 300.S. The Legislature finds and declares the following:
(a) California's marriage laws were originally, and are
presently, intended to apply only to male-female couples, not same-gender couples. This determination is
one of policy. Any change in these laws must come
from either the Legislature or by constitutional amendment, not the judiciary. ,
(b) The statutory definition of marriage as between a man

and a woman serves the compelling state interest of
aiding couples to foster the best family conditions
under · which children may possibly be created and
raised, and helping to build families that provide a caring, stable home with a mother and a father. Linking
the benefits, burdens, and obligations of marriage to
only male-female i:ouples is society's least intrusive
way of aiding couples that, by the nature of their opposite genders, objectively manifest the possibility of procreation.
(c) The male-female relationship is the most practical basis
for the conferring of marriage benefits, despite occasional cases of heterosexual infertility or personal
choice to not have children. (d) Although it is not the
intentions of the Legislature to prohibit religious ceremonies solemnizing same-gender relationships, nothing in this section shall be construed to confer any of
the benefits, burdens, or_obligations of marriage under
the laws of California to same-gender couples. - - - '= ---

CAROL W. THOMPSON, EA
TAXpayer ADVOCATE

Nick Petris Alameda/Contra Costa
Counties: Alameda, Berkeley, Oakland,
Richmond.

Hilda Solis

Los Angeles County:
Alhambra, Baldwin Park, El Monte, San
Gabriel
gays and lesbians and other minorities want
'special rights' and privileges," said Mark F.
Johnson, News Media Director for GLAAD.
"He is just adding to the 'us against them' mentality among conservative Republicans by making statements like this," Johnson added .
Buchanan stated that gays and lesbians would
be allowed in his administration only under
one condition-that they remain in the closet.
"I've worked with people in the Nixon
White House who were gay, not openly gay."
They' re good people in a lot of ways, according
to Buchanan, who said that he would not hesitate to have "folks like that" in his adi'ninistration.

HIV Infection and Risky Sex High
Among Young Gay Men
Researchers are finding high rates of HIV
infection and risky sexual behavior among
young gay and bisexual men, according to
investigators from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention ina an article reported
by the San Jose Mercury News.
5% to 9% of men between the ages of 15 and
22 were already infected with the virus that
causes AIDS. The survey found, for example,
that 38 percent of the men studied said they had
had unprotected anal intercourse within the
previous six months. These are the preliminary
results based on interviews and blood tests of
1,781 young men. The CDC survey is being conducted in six urban areas: the three in the Bay
Area, Los Angeles, Dallas and Miami .
Baltimore will shortly be added.
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"Ora.I Sex" (continued from page 1}

Politics

for several years considered unprotected oral sex safer sex,
but include a warming about not ejaculating in your partner's mouth.
AIDS education organizations in Boston and Pittsburgh
recently changed their safer sex message to follow the
Canadian and German examples. A 1995 poster campaign
launched by the AIDS Action Committee in Boston flatly
states that "Oral Sex Is Safer Sex" (see photo). Faced with
climbing infection rates, many other HIV/ AIDS organizations fare discussing the risks involved in changing the safer
sex message, including the Monterey County AIDS Project
(MCAP) (see sidebar "MCAP's Stance").

Locals Lobby for StaJe Bill
Protecting Gay Yoalh
Bad TI~.,~-r ir

Is Any Risk Too Much Risk?
For many HIV/ AIDS researchers and educators, any risk
is too much risk. In contrast to Boston and Pittsburgh's oral
sex campaigns, Nevada's AIDS Project does not condone
any unprotected sex.
The Stop AIDS Project of San Francisco offers more "sexpositive" information, and also points out reasons why oral
sex may be safer:. the role of saliva in neutralizing the virus,
and the relative ease with which someone can get semen out
of their mouth versus their anus. STOP AIDS S.F'. isn't
squeamish about employing more graphic language:· "The
length and intensity of the sexual act may affect transmission. If his dick is pounding against the back of your throat,
your tissues may become irritated, becoming more permeable and inc_reasing the likelihood of infection." Justin
Larson, MCAP's Man to Man Coordinator, is leaning
towards adopting a similar approach.

The Final Word
Oral sex is risky sex, as is any type of insertive sex.
Whether educators are willing to alter their safer sex campaigns to reflect the findings of rese_arch trials remains to be
;_!__--s---e--en. Data on the connection between specific sex acts and
HIV transmission are now available to those willing to do
the research and believe what they read. In the words of
STOP AIDS Education Director, Dan Wohlfeiler, "If ten minutes, or ten hours after sucking dick, you' re biting your fingernails and tossing and turning in bed, you may want to
stop to consider what you're doing."
For more information on oral sex, contact the Monterey
County AIDS Project: (408) 394-4747_- Seaside, (408) 7728204 - Salinas, e-mail: mcap@prunedale.com

by Maya Jabgoway
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Contributing Writer
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hree representatives from Salinas
and Monterey joined a group of
six youths and three adults from
Santa Cruz to represent the central.:·
coast at Youth Lobby Day i
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Ellen Degeneres, David
Schwimmer & Cybil
Shepherd Among
Presenters al 7th Annual
GLAAD Media Awards
from Piess Release
os Angeles, CA- February 26,
1996- Ellen Degeneres, Paul
Reiser, David Schwimmer and
Cybill Shepherd will be among the
presenters at the 7th Annual GLAAD
Media Awards to be held on Sunday,
March 10 at the Century Plaza Hotel
in Century City.
Others on hand to give out awards
to recipients such as Boy George,
Margarethe Cammermeyer and Sid
·sheinberg include: Dan Butler
("Frasier"), Tony Curtis, Arsenio
Hall, Jessica Hecht ("Friends" & "The
Single Guy"), David Hyde Pierce
("Frasier"), Garry Marshall, Jane
Sibbett ("Friends"), Lily Tomlin and
Ming-Na Wen (".the Single Guy"),
among others.
Awards will be given for
Outstanding Studio Film, Television
Series, Television Film, Film
Docl:!mentary, Albµm, Song and
Theatre.

L

McGuire
beneath a sparkling
Manhattan skyline
performs "New York,
New York". Her bonnet was later auctioned off to benefit
a
local
charity
(above, center) Hats
from the Grande
Cypress
Empire;
(above right) a tattooed man works the
kinks out of Anita
Richman. Or vice
versa.

The Mad Hatter's Ball
By Scott Steinman

Contributing Writer
he weather left something to be
desired by the entertainers as
they scurried around getting
dressed and preparing the lineup for
the Mad Hatters Ball (part 2) presented by the Magic, Music & Memory
Foundation of Monterey County.
This benefit, the second of it's kind
since the inception of the 3 M foundation in 1993, brought out 52 paid
admissions and lots of excitement all
around for the various guests, volunteers, and even the Birthday Girl who
celebrated the beginnings of another
year .of life with her first ever DRAG
SHOW. She was serenaded by the
audience in an ever so lovely rendition of Happy Birthday and joked
around with by Amanda Boinkwith of
the DRAG-ONS from Salinas.
Even with the rain pouring from
the heavens, this evenings _c harity
benefit had a large group of entertainers, which included the newly
crowned Miss Gay Monterey County
California 1996 & her counterpart Ms.
Gay Monterey County California
1996. For those of you who are not
privy to the differences between the
MISS and MS. titles, let me briefly
summarize it for you. The Miss title is

T

for
the
DRAG
QUEENS.. whereas the
MS title is for the
anatomically correct
female. (notice how
reluctant I was not to
label the women as "DYKES" or
"LESBIANS", we' re not to into getting
the crap kicked out of us for referring
to you as the wrong stereotypical
names and labels. HEY, LETS DO A
POLL.. ANYONE WHO FEELS
STRONGLY ABOUT YOUR OWN
PERSONAL LABEL, WHY NOT.
WRITE IN AND LET US KNOW
WHO AND WHAT YOU ARE AND
WHY YOU LABEL YOURSELF IN
THE PARTICULAR WAY THAT YOU
DO. AFTER WE HAVE RECEIVED
ENOUGH FEEDBACK, WE'LL COMPILE THE INFORMATION AND
PUBLISH IT ANONYMOU$LY IN
AN ISSUE OF THE PAPER.) (*p.s.
HEY GUYS, ·you CAN ALSO PARTICIPATE IN THIS LABELING
GAME.. WRITE TO US AND TELL
US THE SAME.)
We were very pleased with the outcome of the show and amazed at how
many of you stayed and h~d to be
kicked out at 2 am on a Sunday. Don't
you people have jobs? (JUST KIDDING.) The evening was a fuH and
vibrant one which concluded,with the
hat contest with the winner taking

home a cash prize of $25. Although
only 6 hats were entered, the Grand
Cypress Empire had the largest group
showing with 3 hats. The winner was
the 18th Elected Empress of the Fire
and Ice Court of the Grand Cypress
Empire of Monterey County, Inc.
Congratulations Miss Amber Dee Ole.
Love that Glowing Eye! ! ! !
A big thanks goes out to Wes
Kashiwagi, publisher .and editor of
The Paper, for showing up to speak
about what The Paper does, how often
it will be coming out, and who to contact for information on advertising.
Without our volunteers, you the
public, and the exquisite entertainers _
who put in countless hours into
sequining costumes, brushing out
wigs, creating that perfect coiffe for
that special outfit for only the right
number, the hours and hours of planning, learning of words to their music,
and waiting for Diana to get her act
together (which is not a pretty sight at
all), these benefits would not be possible.
For more information on the 3M
Foundation, call Scott at (408) 3941685. Happy Trails! ·
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Take Five

Puerto Vallarta Goes Pink
Playground to the Stars, So Close But Yet So Far
by Dan Presser

Contributing Writer
here's a reason Liz Taylor and Richard
Burton loved Puerto Vallarta-it's hot, hot,
hot. And I'm not talking weather, baby.
Puerto Vallarta is turning pink and everything's aglow!
There are gay cruises, bars, restaurants, jungle horseback riding treks, beaches, SCUBA
diving, hotels and villas. It's just like home,
only better because you're in wonderful, exotic Mexico.
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Down Mexico Way
Where is this new glory spot? About 1500
miles due south of here on Mexico's beautiful
West Coast. North of Puerto Vallarta its somewhat flat, south its mountainous jungle.
Interesting contrasts within a short drive of
your hotel.
• When' s the best time to go? The least
expensive time to visit Puerto Vallarta is from
the end of Spring Break until mid-November.
Summer is typical for its geographical loca-

tion, hot and humid. High season is during
the winder months, when all the snow birds
have had it with freezing weather and flock to
delightful Puerto Vallarta.

What's to do there?
Plenty. The swimming and diving are very
good. There's a spot on the south side called
Los Arcos that's a good diving place . .A bunch
of rocks zoom out of the water forming a big
arch. Beneath in the clear water you can swim

Puerto Vallarta
is turning pink
and everything's aglow!

about three hours, if you' re man enough!

Nightlife de Joto
The town _is alive with sizzling gay bars.
Paco Paco has moved to Ignacio Vallarta# 278.
It's one of the best apres beach spots for afternoon cocktails. The Party Pad at Venstiano
Carranza #568 welcomes guests for an afternoon swim, piano bar and dancing. On
Sunday's they have a fantastic
Brunch. D'Santo' s on the comer of Guerro
& Miramar near the old bridge packs them in
with drag shows and male Chippendale strippers.
One of the most lovely gay villas in Puerto
Vallarta is 11,000 square foot Casa Panoramica
majestically perched on the side of the Sierra
Madre mountains. Even though it's in the
mountains, it's only a short five minutes from
beaches, restaurants and shopping. Clients
we have sent there have raved about the place.
Other lodging spots are Quenta del Sol, Villa
Felize, Casa · Pilitas and the Hotel Vallarta
Cora.
Two lovely lesbian owned villas are the
Jungle Nancy Villa and the Casa Tortuga.
Liz and Richard knew a good thing when
they saw it. Now it's your tum.

with abundant schools of colorful fish.
Swimming is super fun if you take the all
day cruise on a 40 foot All Day Gay Cruise.
The highlight of your cruise is a trip to Las
Animas Beach where you can nude sun bathe
or swim until you're a prune. The day included lunch, drinks and snorkeling. If you want Dan Presser is a regular contributor tQ The Paper.
more there's always the Gay Sunset Cruise. You call him at 622-0800 or e-mail him at fourIt's an all you can eat and drink affair, lasting . winds@redshift.com. ·

The Fine Folks
at FourWinds
by Barbara Burke & Jerry Attrick

Contributing Writers

.......................... ......... .
-

ay travel can be a bane or a blast
depending on your travel agent. Four
Winds Travel in Carmel's Barnyard
shopping center is one of the best at accommodating the special needs of lesbian women and
gay men with Wanderlust.
FourWinds is a- full-service travel agency
that specializes in niche markets, among them
gay and lesbian cruises and eco-tourism,
whj.ch blends ecology with a really great getawa}. Havmg a gay-friendly travel agent
means never having to explain why you and
Dan Presser and Pamela Coy of FourWinds Travel
your same-sex traveling buddy don't want or
is the minister at the Hilltop United Methodist
need twin beds.
Church in Seaside (it never hurts to have God
Dan Presser, owner of FourWinds, is the on your side while traveling) and is also coonly local member of the International Gay chair of the Ventana chapter of the Sierra Club.
Travel Association (IGTA), whose goal is to "I like to help people enjoy the beauty of this
make travel easier and more accessible for planet," said Coy, who said she sees travel as a
gays and lesbian women. Presser also relies on. "healing, enlightening, growth-producing
his contacts in the industry, including those experience."
working for Olivia, RSVP, and others.
Presser was recently joined by_Pamela Coy,
You can reach Dan & Pam at 622-0800. Their URL is
a CSU San Jose cer!ified travel consultant. Coy http:!lwww.waveconcepts.com/4winds/FourWinds.html

G
Speclal.fstns in:
-. Mardi Gtos in Sydney
or New Orleani
• Key Wf!tst

• Proviticetown
• .Mt. Leather

• le$bi;on Cruises
0

• Gay Cruise5
" Afrk:<u1 Advenrure,
T leisure Tro.v-d
• - Eeo TtQvel
• 6US:ineu Travel

Make FourWmds rr.-1 JOUI'.

one stop busi118$$. or
leisure travel headquarters.

408-611-0800
fcH1twlnds@tedshih.ci:.nn
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The Political Climate

The Presidential Race
by John Laird
Contributing Writer

record has not always meshed with the
high e~pectations created during the 1992
campaign.
Clinton has a number of firsts to his
credit as president. He has been the first to ·
meet with open lesbian and gay officials as
President. He is the first to have endorsed
civil rights protections while in office. He is
the first to ·have appointed openly lesbian
and gay administration officials requiring
Senate confirmation (remember Jesse
calling Roberta Achtenberg "that
is the first to call a
on AIDS. And Al

E-Mail Congress!
To send e-mail to every emailable member of the
US Senate and House of Representatives, send
email thusly:
To: Senate@Mailbot.com
CC: House@Mailbot.com

Rules:
l. Only one e-mail every 72 hours.
2. Nothing more than 5,000 characters per email
3. Nothing abusive/obscene is permitted

NOTE: !'do NOT sponsor this site and these
are NOT my rules, but I have used it and it
works well! It will take your email and send it to
every member· of Congress who has an email
address. You will get a lot of (automated)
acknowledgements from Congress.
President Clinton:
president@whitehouse.gov
Vice President Albert Gore:
vice-president@whitehouse.gov
Newt Gingrich (R-GA)
georgia6@hr.house.gov

gay voters - driven by the Houston GOP
"family values" convention in 1992 to vote
overwhelmingly for Clinton/ Gore be able to get past the unhappiness created
by the sloppy handling of the gays in the
miliJary issue early in Clinton's presidency.
You can get elected by proclaiming you are a
This dynamic could change when Clinton's
sodomite and engage in anal
all the time.
record is weighed against the Republican
-::;C:::fililP-mii
field.
First, a bit about the different electora.L,,ttf I
process this year. California has chap. .:~1~::;~: :;::·
the 1996 race to the White House ina/C
way, but not the way intendedg .. ,:::I
legislature. Traditionally "".:,.:/'·'
chooses presidential co . ·•
the first Tuesday ofJ ,,,.c,,"'
since been decided. /
was moved up t '
could have a say ,.
cided.

will

is currently
those states
of their sexual orzentat·zon, even
ing on their job performance. Those who face
kind of job discrimination have no legal
either our state or federal courts. This is wrong.
-President BiU Clinton in an October 9,
letter to Senator Edward Kennedy,
the Employment Non-Discrimination Act

The unintended consequence was that
most other states moved their primaries up
as well to stay ahead of the Golden State.
Even though California voters will go to
the polls ten weeks earlier, there is still a
good chance the race will be over when
they do.
·
Primaries are bunched together so that
every week there are major primaries
beginning with the -New Hampshire primary in late February. There will be

·: : : : :;::::-\ . ay voters in a classic
basis of a standard

ll\J!!:~1~~:nc~:~~~~e~

dory. And rejecting a canendorsed civil rights proId of neanderthal~ sends a
.'are not a constituency that
. ithout an absolute and total
n all issues at all times.
homosexuals appear literally hell-

and suicide.
thafyg~f! o81~
Pat Buchanan, in Time
Lugar, 20%, and Gramm and Doman, 0%.
And, of course, the major fracas involving gay issues in the presidential campaign
thus far involved Senator Dole. He
That's a standard I seek, but it's not one
returned a campaign contribution from the
Log Cabin Clubs - the Republican lesbian that survives often in the rough and tumble
and gay organizational umbrella. It was an politic~} world with any group or any
action Dole later indicated he regretted. issue. With over 250,000 deaths from HIV
His campajgn has reportedly ·asked local in this country during the epidemic, and
with forty-one states where you can be
Log Cabin Clubs for their support.
All in all, there is not too much to hope fired for being out, there's too much at
stake to be absolutely uncompromising.
for from the Republican field.
On the Democratic side, Bill Clinton and But there's still a lot to play out in the nine
Al Gore.have a far superior record. But that - months before election day in November.

10th, Wednesday

March

May

PPN Meeting
A social group for lesbian women and gay men. 659-2446.

14th, Sunday
ANight of ~hythm & Blues

3_rd, Sunday
Karaoke Night at the After Dork
"The most fun I've ever had in this town" was how one local
described Monterey's gay karaoke night. At After Dark, 8 p.m.
to midnight or so. 214 Lighthouse Ave:, Monterey, 373-7828.

Monterey Pride Association Meeting
Help plan this year's gay pride festival and parade. John XXIlI
office, 540 Lighthouse Ave., New Monterey. Call Wes at 6553756 for more info.

8th, Friday
Music and Dance of Bah
Traditonal and contemporary works presented by Gamelan
Sekar Jaya, the Bay Area's 35-member Balinese gamelan
orchestra, at the Mountain View Center for the Performing
Arts, Friday, March 8, at 8 pm. Ticket info: 415-903-6000.

3rd, Friday

Show presented by the 3M Foundation of Monterey. Doors
open at 8 p.m., show around 9:30 p.m. At the After Dark, 214
Lighthouse Ave. Monterey, 373-7828.

Women's Night at Norma Jeans

15th, Monday · Deadline for Tire Paper

Every Friday at Franco's Norma Jean. Very friendly. 10639
Merritt St., in downtown Castroville, 633-2090.

Last chance to tum in articles for the Pride issue. Articles,
drawings, poems, amd photos about on gay pride strongly
encouraged. Advertising deadline is Monday, April 21st.
Call Wes at 655-3756 for
more information or mail
your submissions to 787
Laine St. #5, Monterey,
CA 93940. E-mail
sticky rice@
aol.com.

4th, Sunday
Queens, Queens, Queens
"A High Class Fasion Show" put on by the Grande Cypress
Empire. Male & feamale fasions from dresses to jackets.
Models needed . American Legion hall, Delores near 8th,
Carmel. 633-6481 for info.

Saturday, May 11 th
Dog Wolk Joins the Human Race _
Leave it to gay people to start a new tradition. For the first
time, dog owners will be joined by their four-footed pals on the
6.2 mile Human Race fundraiser. A portion of the proceeds will
benefit MCAP. Call Terri Austin at 6496283 for more informa-

10th, Sunday
Green with Envy
A night to impersonate your favorite star or dral-'
queen - but BETTER! Doors open at 8 p.m., shm,
around 9:30 p.m. Proceeds to benefit P!w:-.,.(:d
Parenthood of Monterey County. At the After
Dark, 214 Lighthouse Ave. For more information, 373-7828.

June

Sports
Lesbian Pool
Tournament Organizing

13th, Wednesday
PPN Meeting

·1

The Peninsula Professionals Network, a social
group for lesbian women and gay men. Monthly
meetings feature speakers and presentations on
- - --08·~1.awd-.issues,--A very friendly biinch. Call Del
or Donn for more information on how to joir at 65~
2446.
-

7th, 8th, & 9th

'

Monterey's Gay Pride Festival
Watch for details in the
next i$sue.

A pool tournament for
women and mixed teams is
looking for shooters from
expert to novice. For more
information, call Flanders
at 655-3224.

16th, Saturday
Women'~ Dance for Women's History Month
At the American Legion Hall in Carmel,
Delores near Sjyth. Dancing to D.J, beer
and wme served. Call Paula Evans for
more info 648-4338

~

25th, Monday
MCAP Academy Awards Benefit
"Carnival!'.' is this year's theme for MCAP's glitziest annual
fundraiser. (see·ad back page) For more information, call Bill
Lutz at MCAP, 394-3737.

26th, Tuesday
Western Night at the A.D.
Line dance lessons and two-steppin' at the After Dark, 214
Lighthouse Ave., 373-7828.

Primary Election
You go VOTE, girl!

April

SlangWatch
Real Fish
adj.

A biological
female who is also
heterosexual

6th, Saturday
Closet Boll

Soft Stud

"Monterey Goes Country" is the theme
of the show by the Grande Cypress
Empire. Doors open at 7 p.m., show at 8 p.m.
At the American Legion hall, Delores near 8th,
Carm I. 633-6481.

n. A lesser form of
dyke. See Melissa

7th, Sunday

n. Two extremely
nelly gay men that
are sexully or romantically involved

Etheridge.

Dyke Out

$4.91 Show
A fun and funky fashion show by the ever clever Grande
Cypress Empire. LaSt year's was too much fun. Place and
tjme to be announce, call 633-6481 for information.

_,,.. ,.,,~~r-v-'-lt, · ,,.,. -~ ·:~r,_;..,- >,·

,

Miss Freddie Celebrates Her Ten Year Anniversary as Miss Gay Monterey

Know of an Event in May or June? Tell Us About It by April 1Sth~- (We~re sure you won't-forget the-date.} ,,~~..

~~~ --:·::-<""' ,., _· , .-c, _~

_;_:-;_

Reviews

FAST 6
by John E. Brennan
Contributing Writer

FILM
Leaving Las Vegas: Wow! A new take on
life. An inspirational film about personal
choice and acceptance of those around you.
Not to be missed. (It's not as depressing as
it sounds.)
White Squall: The previews of young
men stripped to the waist on a large sailboat in the tropics are scintillating!
However, this is really three films in one,
none of them very interesting. Can be
missed.
Screamers: The sound of the audience
fleeing the theater.
Mr. Holland's Opus: A depressing film
about a life of sacrifice with a little icing on
a beater as the reward.
City of Lost Children: Not to be missed.
The same French people who made
Delicatessen.

RENT!
Burnt by the Sun (1995): Best Foreign
Film of 1995. Did it come to Monterey theaters? I must have blinked. Charming relations change in Stalin s Russia. Yes, it has
subtitles
Hard Boiled (1990s): John Woo, Hong
Kong style. Action, violence and absurdity.
Perfect entertainment for the living. Yes, it
has subtitles, but explosions and gun fire
are an international language.
King of Comedy (1983): Jerry Lewis as a
Johny Carson-type celebrity. Sandra
Bernhardt as a delightfully disturbed fan.
Robert De Niro at his near best as a looser
with a cause. Directed by Martin Scorsese.
Dark, disturbing and very good.

CDs
The Bends (Radiohead) (1995): OK to get
as a gift. Standard alternative faire.
Laid/James (1993): I think these boys are
gay! Music on the edge of being lugubrious. Kind of folky in a modern way.
Produced by Brian Eno, so that says something.
Orbus Terrarum (Orb) (19-95): Mood
music using the instruments of industrial
music. Very listenable, not very hummable. ·
Point to http:/ / www.hyperlink. com/ orb
for more.

Local Event

Red , ·white
Ball a Hit
he annual Red & White Ball
attracted scores of locals and
visitors to Carmel February
10th. This year, the Grande
Cypress Empire filled in as host for
the fundraiser.
Guests were invited to join in
the Valentine's Day spirit by showing up in red and white outfits,
and sending anonymous lovegrams to potential sweethearts.
The Empire festooned the hall
with an amazing array of shimmering hearts and golden cherubs.
Entertainment from the Empire
rounded out the evening, which
raised a total of $800 was raised for
the Monterey County AIDS
Project.

T
They Did it Their Way
Over 150 people showed up for
the premiere of Karaoke Night
February 18th at the After Dark.
Participants and onlookers were
stunned by an abundance of talent and a lack of show tunes.

lnt'I Transgender Independence Weekend

at TRANSGEN '96 in -Houston
More coverage than ever before!
• legal and rights work being done in
countries other than the U.S.
• legal and rights interests of transgender
persons other than transsexuals including heterosexual crossdressers
and gay drags.
• expanded coverage of legal and rights
issues of transgendered men, feinale-to-:male crossdressers, and masculine
appearing women.
• legal and rights interests of transgendered people of color.
More outside conference activities!
• shuttle to Astroworld with special rates.

• variety of shopping, dining, and entertainment nearby, with shuttle service to
some (prior coordination).
• wine & cheese get-togethers with local
transgender organizations.

Featured Keynote Speaker
Mary Coombs, Professor of Law, will
draw parallels between the feminist and
transgender novements on deconstruction
of cultural models of gender roles and
stereotypes.
For information write: ICTLEP, Inc., P.O.
Drawer 35477, Houston, TX 77235-5477
For more information, call our 24-hour
fax/ answering machine at 713-777-8452,
or E-mail ICTLEP@aol.com.

House publishing for six figures. after failing to c9me out of the closJane, a resident of the Peninsula for et, refuses to take her . medication
over 10. years, closed her law prac- after surgery and despite numerous
tice last year after winning the lot- attempts at resuscitation, dies early
tery, to pursue her first love of writ- in the film. Insiders report that it
, ing. The book, on the New York was not Ms. Wynn's understanding
Times best seller list for the last year, that her character was to die so early
is the story of a 46 year old female in the film and there may be a lawbrain surgeon, who, although a suit pending over this issue. If so, a
workaholic, finds true love with a 25 source reports that Ms. Wynn will
By Jane Wynn
year old young nurse named Sherry handle the lawsuit herself.
Contributing Writer
Amesberg. The book was well
received in the gay and lesbian com- Fantasy# 4
am 46 years old and will soon be munity - "Spellbinding" wrote The
The Herald, February 2000. Weµ
- unemployed. No one fired me Advocate; "A novel which combined known former attorney, lotto win- _
and I will not be laid off. I will be the purely erotic with the luxury of ner, mystery writer, film producer
unemployed of my own choosing. madness" wr9te Vanity Fair.
and actress Jane Wynn of Pacific
Although I love the law, being a sole
On the Peninsula, Jane plans to Grove, San Francisco and London,
practitioner was not for me and so, enjoy the fruits of her celebrity. announced today that she will be
as of January 31, 1996 I will be Leaving her one room lovely house, throwing her hat into the ring to run
changing jobs.
Jane and her lover of two years have for governor on the democratic tickMost of my friends tell me I
et against Michael Puffington.
should look at this period of my life
Ms. Wynn, a celebrity on the
as "challenging", "exciting", "a
Peninsula since her first novel was
chance for g:i;owth" ! The ones who
' published in 1997, announced her
are saying thi"s bring their paychecks
decision through her campaign
to the bank on the 15th and the 30th
chairwoman Dee Dee Majors. Ms.
of each month. Yes, if I was 26 and
Wynn, closed her law practice in
not 46 I probably would kick back
January of 1996 after winning the
for a bit, take a trip, hang out. Well,
lottery and wrote one mystery novel
when I was 26 it was 1976 -and times
which was turned into a multi bilwere different. Now I have a profeslion dollar film. In addition, Ms.
sion and it is 1996 and I am almost
Wynn successfully sued Joanie
50 years old!
Foster Productions for negligence
So, I thought I would write down
and breach of contract in that her
a few job possibilities that await me
acting debut as Myra Shamesberg
if only in my fantasies. The names
landed mostly on the cutting room
have been changed to protect me
floor.
from lawsuits.
The rumor that there will soon be
a line of clothes called "Myra" is
Fantasy# 1
completely unfounded a confidenmade a bid on a large 15 room man- tial source tells us. Other reliable
The Herald, February 1996: Jane
sion overlooking the ocean, where sources state that Wynn feels she
Wynn, former sole practitioner
they will live with a few friends and needs more of a challenge and has
attorney, is the big winner in the
30 cats. At the PPN meeting where therefore entered politics. Ms.
super lotto drawing! After closing
Jane spoke last month and auto- Majors, the Wynn campaign spokesher office last month, and about to
graphed copies of her book, 500 woman and former Clinton aide,
stand in line at the Employment
local women had to be turned away announced that raising money
Development
Department
on
due to an overcrowded condition at should be no problem, even though
Webster when it opened on Monday
a local photography studio in Pacific Mr. Puffington has a vast fortune.
morning, she decided to take 1 short
Grove where the meeting was held. Ms. Wynn still gets 100 thousand
trip to her neighborhood market
Never before has the lesbian com- · dollars each month for life from the
and, with a borrowed dollar, purmunity had such a turnout in lottery, her film "Sensual and
chased a ticket just before drawing
Monterey.
Sensitivity" won most of the awards
time on Saturday night.
·at the Oscars in 1999 and she has the
Ms. Wynn announced to her Fantasy# 3
complete backing of the gay and lesmany friends and neighbors that she
The
Herald,
February
1999:
Jane
bian
communities from coast to
is now not closing her office but,
author
of
Pacific
Wynn,
celebrity
coast.
The following persons have
thanks to her winning 100 thousand
Grove,
lotto
winner
and
former
publicly
announced that they will
dollars every month for the ~est of
and
Joanie
Foster do door to door campaigning for the
her life, she will continue to practice attorney,
law and give free legal advice to Productions have picked the Dream Wynn for Governor ticket: Glenn
those who qualify. To qualify for free Theatre to hold the gala event of the Closed, Margaret Camelmeyer,
advice, one must "really, really have Hollywood season, the premiere Angela David, K.D. Wang, Martina
a legal problem" said Ms. Wynn and showing of Ms. Wynn's "Sensual and Babe the talking pig.
"not just want to come in and see a and Sensitivity". Well received as a
rich woman". Ms. Wynn also novel, the film, called "S&S" by Fantasy# 5
Anything is possible.
announced she is looking for a qual.. insiders stars Glenn Closed as the
ified legal secretary. She anticipates workaholic ·surgeon, Dr. Margaret
Rashwood, and Winona Driver as
a large turnout for interviews.
Jane Wynn lives in Pacific Grove. She is
the lovely Ms. Amesberg, student
a regular contributor to The Paper.
nurse. Siskel and Ebert, invited to a
Fantasy# 2
private showing gave thumbs up to
The Herald, February 1997: Jane this film and called it "boffo"!
Submit your articles,
Wynn, former attorney and strug- Similar to what Alfred Hitchcock
gling mystery writer living in was famous for, Jane Wynn herself
poems, recipes and such by
Pacific Grove, announced today that has a cameo appearance in the film,
April 15th.
her first novel, "Sensual and playing the . best friend of Sherry
Sensitivity" was sold. to Randall Amesberg, Myra Shamesberg, who,

Personal Perspective

Local News

~M2M Toy Box Filled Anything is

Possible . ·

with Surprises
by Justin Larson
Contributing Writer

W

hen selecting a vibrator, what should you watch for
most? How do you use a penis pump? What sex
toys can you get at the grocery or drug store? What
is a ball-stretcher and why would you want to use it? How
can you determine the best size of dildo for you?
All of these questions and more are answered at Man-toMan's newest addition, the Tox_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1
Box party. This house party of sex
toys is our own private
Fuckerware event, where men can
see different toys, ask questions,
and make decisions about what
they'd like to try, or what they definitely don't!
c- Jack Davis, of Good Vibrations
in San Francisco, directed the pilot
workshop, sharing new ideas and
strategies for selecting, using,
cleaning, and caring foi all kinds
of sex toys. The group of ten men _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

How can you
determine the
best size of
dildo for you?

discussed and shared experiences about toys for penetration
(dildos, butt plugs, vibrators, anal beads), toys for genital
stimulation (vibrators, cockrings, pumps), toys for fetishes
(blindfolds, restraints, whips), and supermarket sex toys
(food, razors, clothespins).
Toy Box kicked off on Sunday, February 11, at the home of
host David Gomez in Salinas. The workshop was facilitated
by Man-to-Man coordinator Justin Larson, 'who created the
program as a spin-off of the Hot & Healthy workshops. Toy
-I3ox is geared to help men learn new ways to have hot and
'-healthy sex without having to explore the market blindly.
Good Vibrations provided materials and technical support for
this program, which is greatly appreciated.
This program is geared to private home presentation and
will soon be looking for local hosts. If you would like to host
a public or private Toy Box party, or even a Hot & Healthy
workshop, call Justin at 772-8202 to get on the list. Scheduling
will be taking place soon for events starting in mid-April, so

The Lesbian Alliance
"The Newsletter is a fonrn for a visible lesbian community ,
which is social, supportive and empowering, encouraging
action, freedom of expression and connection for
Monterey County."
for additional information on events and subscriptions
call 648-4 338

PO BOX 4572

SALINAS, CA
93912

l

"Jane spoke last
month and
autographed
copies of her
book ••• soo local
women had to be
turned away ••• "

Bear Stuff

but still c:ave dwelling)

The Bear Code:
The Official Unofficial Guide
by Bob Donahue & Jeff Stoner

From the Internet
Some·' idiosyncraS:ie5-:-nojudgement .made·to whetlier these are
';goocf: qr 11not so good"
1/:::.\t·, ·;.
:»--~

ecause "Bears" mean so many things to different people,
because bears come in all shapes and sizes and have different
sexual proclivities, because · classified ad prices are
5000000 expensive, we (while eating lunch at a Boulder,
Colorado, Wendy's on Thanksgiving weekend, 1989) came up with
this incredibly-scientific system to describe bears and bear-like men.
Since we both have interests in astronomy, we are well-versed in
star and galaxy classification systems, which use prototypes to set _
the standards for describing things. Rather than just saying something is of "Type I" or "Type II" (etc.), it is better to use natural fea•
tures to describe an object, in particular as a continuum
•
•
of a range of features. Such is the case with bears.

B

fo:Pvi:ll:ial::He, said trait is not very
"rigid;may change with tim or

j&4 The Classification Scheme

. with tndividval inter~c:tion (e.g.
$0me guys who are generally
.REAL daddies, may nun into
·· REAL cub occasionally, etc.)

.,,.

The most obvious characteristic -of a bear is
understandibly his facial fur. So, that is the most logical place to begin. Using a capital "B" to denote "BEAR", we have
added a sub-class characterizing "beard type" which combines a
bear' s beard's length, thickness, and overall "keptness", numbered
from Oto 9 and defined in the following way:

0

(Little/ no beard) Such a beard is the absolute minimum that could
ever be classified as a bei;lrd. And yes, we are·of the opinon that the
beardless can still find company among the ursine!

1

(VERY slight beard) This is the kind of beard that people have who
want to have a beard, butcan't grow one. Or someone who is contantly at the 1-week phase.

2
3
4

s

I

6
7
8
9

(Slight beard) A beard kept VERY short at all times, or thinned out.
Thin beard) A beard in all respects but kept thin and short.
fo~ .indicating 'i,cross~vers" or
ranges. A guy who goes from k to

(Mostly full) A beard that is full except for a few noticable bald
spots, or kept trimmed.

k++ depending on.the situation (ie ..·

.

(Full beard) A full beard not generally trimmed, though not generally bushy. May have a few bald spots on inspection. Usually
full and roundish beards fall into this category.

w

~m" ~-The Musde
f~ttor:
~
·..

.\..

y

•

·

••... ··•

-

th~ tvho

V2.0)

A,fnold Scftwat~egger is

,: ~~~~ttilyw.ork~~~z;:· cit i~ a,
,hand

m

(Longish/bushy beards) A full beard or slightly thin beard with
longish fur. This beard is not trimmed and does come away from
the chin.
(Very Long Beards) These beards are usually very bushy and
haven't seen clippers for a very long time.
(Belt-buckle-grazing long beards) The prototype is ZZ Top. Need
we say more?

Ok. .. Using this scheme, it shouldn't be hard to narrow a person
down to within 1 sub-class, although occasionally people may fall
between two classes, and then the end result is left up to the person
classifying, or one may use a hybrid designation (for example: B7 / 4)
for those who vary across time (in the given range they spend more
time near the first number).

·..

1%,

btm,es~i

like .flJ~f ()R them
(N.B. '!semi-"offi,ci~l ~nraybedroppedw( ..

.. For

(Very full) A full beard, not trimmed. May be slightly bushy but
very full.

Thick, full beards (moreso than B5's) are B6's. B6's beards also
generally are higher up on the cheeks than B5's.
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Computer Column

WWWhat?
by John E. Brennan
Contributing Writer
ust when you have an idea of
what the Internet is, you find
out about "The Web" . The
b is short for the World Wide
Web (which is long for WWW).

l

WWWhat Does It All
Mean?
The Web gets its name from the
information's ability to ht? interconnected, like a spider web.
Visitors can access the Web
using several tools. The most
common is a Web browser which
are evolving so fast that they're
hardly worth ,talking · about.
Besides, they are fairly dull. As
long as they work, who cares?
When visiting the Web, one
actually visits "sites". Sometimes
people make references to "pointing" to a site. That' just the same
as addressing a letter (see Web
Address sidebar).
Each site has a "homepage". A
homepage introduces you to the
place you are visiting and from
there, you can decide what other
information you .want to access.
Subsequent pages contain additional information. More on that
later.

Who Has Web Sites?

.

' -

Businesses and individuals can
have Web sites. A business might
choose to advertise its services,
products or features on the Web.
A website can be used for gathering information, such as your
request to be put on _the mailing
list or reviewing product literature, such as the recommended
dosage for an anti-viral medication. We have just crossed the
edge of being able to securely
shop on the Web.
·
The Web is billed as a more
user-friendly interface to the
Internet because the Web offers
customized text layouts, graphics, sounds and even video. The
text mode of most Internet sites is
pretty vanilla in contrast, but it
allowed even · the slowest of
modems to access information at
relatively . satisfying rates. These
multimedia . extras (sounds,
images, etc.) on Web sites contain
lots more digital information. For
average modems, say 14.4 Kbs,
accessing this volume of data
makes the system seem slow.
What makes the Web unique is
the interconnected nature of the

information. While a book might
have· an index to locate subjects
within the book, or a bibliography to direct you to additional
sources for . related information,
more work is in store to get to the
information. You might have to
turn to a page or to obtain a book
by visiting the local library. While
these tried and true methods have
their own advantages, the Web
has a different way of working. If
a link has been established, the
Web can take you directly,
presently, to the information you
want.

A Link is an Interesting
Thing
A home page has links to subsequent pages. Some of these
pages have been created by the
same author, but an author can
also choose to make a link to a
related but foreign page.
Let' say you create a home
page with one of your headings
being "shoes" becaus~ you are
that type of person. If a visitor to
your home page clicks on your
Shoe heading, they trigger the
link to your Shoe Page and you
are taken there.
The links are endless. You
could create a local link to your
treatise, which would be just
another page at your site. But the
freeform poem could be from
someone's home
page in
Minnesota, the Marco's inventory
in some on-line testimony in the
Philippines, and the Warhol
sketch at the on-line site of The.
Andy Warhol Museum.

Man-to-Man Adopts
New Logo
by Justin Larson
Contributing Writer
doption of a new logo for the Man-toMan outreach project was the reason for
an open house at the After Dark on
Tuesday, February 13, 1996. Despite a couple of
snafus, there were still twelve entries submitted
for those in attendance to view, discuss, and vote
on. At the end of the open house, votes were
counted and the selection was announced.
Winner of the dinner at Roy's and· evening at
the Inn At . Spanish Bay was our own Wes
Kashiwagi, editor of The Paper, who tried to act ·
humble as he was being photographed with the
winning entry. It was assumed the grin on his
face was just embarrassment at being on the other
side of the camera for a change.

A

· Sign language

.

_

The new logo was selected for its utilization of
simple figures to illustrate the Man-to-Man name
and the safer sex message. This logo will be used
on Man-to-Man advertising, materials, and displays in the future.
Runners up were Scott Steinman of Seaside
and Jim Sutherland · of Merced. Other entries

came m from Carmel, Salinas, and Monterey.
Attendees at the open ho~se were very impressed
by the quality and originality of the entries, and
one asked if he could choose more than one.
Our thanks go out to the Pebble Beach
Company for their donation of the prize for the
contest. Others who supported the event were
the After Dark, John XXIII AIDS Ministry, The
Paper, and all of the Man-to-Man volunteers who
,contributed their time and talents.

Other Happenings
Man-to-Man was very busy all through that
week, with representation at the Red and White
Ball and the 3M Hearts on Fire show. We also
kicked off our new Toy Box program, as well as
prepared another Hot & Healthy workshop.
Special thanks to Scott Steinman and 3M; to
Amber Dee Olay and the Court; to David Gomez;
to James Thomas; and to Jack Davis and Good
Vibrations.
Anyone interested in helping with our outreach and social activities are invited to attend a
Man-to-Man volunteer meeting. These meetings
take place on the first Tuesday of the month ~
Seaside and on the third Tuesday of the month m
Salinas. Call 772-8202 for more information.

Health

The Being
Alive Medical
Update:
November 27th, 199S and
January 22, 1996
Presented by Mark Katz, MD, reported by Jim
· Stoecker

Primary HIV Infection and
Treatment with AZT

over 1600. There were four evaluations of
the participants at six month intervals
Researchers measured the levels of trace
minerals zinc and iron, as well as the vitamins A, E, C, Bl, B2, B6 and B12.
At the start of the study, the researchers
found that a significant number of participants had inadequate levels of zinc and vitamins A, E, C and B12. Even some of the
subjects with high T-cell counts were found
to ha deficient in some or all of these
micronutrients. The study further showed
that those who remained deficient in zinc,
A and B12 were more likely to have a drop
in CD4 level. In contrast, if levels of these
nutrients were normalized through sup-:
plementation, the subject was more likely
to see a rise In CD4 level.

Trends in the Prevalence of
Opportunistic Infections

The Journal is of Internal Medicine recentWe refer to the period right after a perly published (December 15, 1995) a statistison is first infected with HIV as "primary
cal study of the cases of opportunistic
HIV infection". This period can sometimes
infections among people with HIV in the
be marked by intense flu-like symptoms
U.S. Researchers looked at data from the
and the appearance of a rash. Some
years 1987 to 1992 and plotted the number
researchers believe that antiviral therapy at
of reported cases to determine trends. They
the time of primary HIV infection may
first noted a sharp drop in the number of
slow or even halt disease progression
cases of PCP over the years studied. This is
, A report in the New England Journal of
easily explained by the effectiveness of
Medicine (August 17, 1995) seems to conPCP prophylaxis and its increasing availfirm this possibility. Researchers identified
ability and use.
77 people with primary HIV infection. Half
There is also a slowing ·down in the
of the study subjects received 250mg of
number of cases of Kaposi's sarcoma. and
AZT twice a day and the other half
cryptococcal infections. On the other hand,
received a placebo. In a mean follow up of
there is increasing incidence of MAC and
15 months, rese'archers found that T-cell
CMV In the years studied, as other opporcounts were up an average of 9 per month
tunistic infections are contained; the numin the AZT group, while the placebo group
ber of cases of CMV and MAC are seen to
showed a mean decline of 12 T-cells per
rise. Keep in mind that this data is three
month. Researchers concluded from this
years old and may be outdated. One would
that there was a statistically significant
assume that the introduction of rifabutin in
slowing of disease progression for those on
1992 and now clarithromycin as prophyAZT.
laxis for MAC may have changed the trend
Of course, it is often difficult to identify .
noted in this report.
someone with primary HIV infection.
Until just recently, with the introduction
Testing is usually sought well after initial
of oral ganciclovir, there has been no effecexposure. Also, a 15 month follow-up peritive prophylaxis for CMV and so the
od is very limited. An individual may be
upward trend in incidence may still be
infected with HIV ten years or more before
valid.
the disease becomes manifest.
Nonetheless, I believe that studies such
&
as this have value; they add to our overall
knowledge. First, there is the implication
far early intervention with antivirals. Does ·
People without HIV infection do get
it make sense to begin treatment as soon as bacterial pneumonia. However, people
HIV is detected'? Second, this study may with HIV get this common form of pneuhelp us to understand why pregnant HIV+ monia more often. The New England Journal
women on AZT reduce the risk of infecting of Medicine (September 28, 1995) published
their fetus. It could be that the presence of a r:eport that · sought to quantify this
the antiviral at the time of initial exposure increased risk.
to the virus reduces the risk of infection
The researchers expressed their results
actually taking place.
in terms of person years. In simple terms,
one person observed for one year is one
person year, while two persons observed
&
for four years is eight person years. Thus,
in one hundred person years, there are 5.5_
We have talked in the past about the cases of bacterial pneumonia among .the
importance of nutrition in any treatment HIV+ population compared to only .9 cases
program for HIV disease. Now we have among the seronegative. For people with
another study that suggests that vitamin HIV with greater than 500 CD4 cells, there
and trace mineral supplements may make was still no increased risk (2.3 cases per one
a difference in the course of the disease.
hundred person years). Researchers also
The September 1995 issue of the jpumal noted that smoking increases the risk for
AIDS reports on a multicenter study of 108 contracting bacterial pneumonia among
HIV+ men. Initial T-cell levels of the study the HIV+, while use of Bactrim decreases
group ranged from a low of 106 to a high of the incidence of this pneumonia by 67%.

Bacterial Pneumonia
l~fection

Micronutrients
Progression

HIV Disease

HIV

Dapsone vs. Aerosolized
Pentamidine for PCP Prophylaxis
As we have stated numerous times in
the past, the best prophylactic drug for preventing up PCP is Bactrim/Septra. The
problem is that many people cannot tolerate Bactrim Thus, either dapsone or
aerosolized pentamidine has been used as
secondary prophylaxis:
A French study in the Journal of Infectious
Diseases (September 1995) compared dapsone to aerosolized pentamidine in terms
of survival benefit. Over 100 patients who
were either taking' monthly aerosolized
pentamidine or a daily dosage of 50 mg of
dapsone were included in the study.
Researchers estimated that the mortality
rate for those on aerosolized pentamidine
was 24 % while the mortality rate for three
on dapsone was over double that at 57%.

It should be noted that in the U.S. the
standard prophylactic dosage of dapsone
is twice that used in the French study, i.e.
.100 mg per day. This dosage is generally ....
supplemented with a weekly dosage of 75
mg of pyrimethamine. Thus, the conclusions of this study might not hold if done
with an American study group.
Nonetheless, the study once again points
up the superiority of Bactrim for PCP prophylaxis and the value of pu;rsuing a
desensitization regimen should there be an
initial adverse reaction to the use of
Bactrim.

Being Alive is an organization of and for people
with HIV/AIDS._The Being Alive newsletter is
available for $24/year, free to those who can't
pay. Call (213) 667-3262 or write 3626 Sunset
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90026. Being Alive is a
remarkable non-profit organization.

Nutrition

Pass The Cheese; Please!.
1,y Gwen Porter,RD

,

Nutrition Su,port Specialist
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M£:l~~fl~caused ,by the bQdy' s ·
inability "to digest"~g.
absorb ' lactose / . ·
the sugar found in.,
milk and many
dairy· ' . products.
Because the process.''
of cheese making significantly decreases -its lactose content, many people can
tolerate small amounts of c;heese with-

Th (
B d
,· e .utti~g oar

o~fptoblem~tic sy:mptoms. ,. J
(~froversy':. . ,
As · ~ cheese consunier you wi!l substantially reduce yoV:r risk of food---bome
Wood or plastic,, which ,one should
·11- b f 11 , h . .d l~~~~
you 1:15e?
.:· · ~·:
- ~~
l ~-Hess · ,Y O O}Vll1'9 t ~se ~ l ~"M~>':':
Some recent tesearch has shown that -~
1. Avo{d soft cheese§ that are' imported wooden cutting boards hru;bor fewer
-and often unpast~urized, suclt as Brie germs than those made of plastic, ev~n
and Camembert. 'The microorganism when unwashed.
cont~nt may be at a level too high fo1 , .. Apparently, wood contains a natural
'' ' .yot11;body $,defe~ to handl~;,,/ /' '; ,, '.gerntfighting organis~ that inhibits the
·.. . . . . .
.
.· < '
, . . ,;. ,. ,
.. growth of germs. There is ongoing
Avoi<il '~m~ldy"' cheeses, especially if,, debate on this issue, with. no consensus
you have a l?w I-cell co-u nt. . . as of yet. .
.
. Roqµefort · a11d } BJue clteeses1 :· for " ' 'You can "inake either cutting board as
, ·,;'. ~~Pl~, ~e O!Jf; tJg : mo~~'.:~rti1TIIi"'"
i- saf.; '.lrs possible by always deaning the ·.
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chee~ h~ ~e~;q kl, deve,,~op ~?l~ ~ .,, .•~-~JJ~e-hot, soapy water an<?: st:tub ':ell
_the ?~ts1de. Per:J:PA,.guid~~~s 1t l~\ "·ll;';»'1~"a qm~~ or sponge , . \ ~·

f~t!\/e~~~·
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This
only acceptable :if the
cheese has no nataral holes Jn it, for
.
e~ampIe, .do not attempt to sal
· . vage
-~· Swiss. Qr Mon~r~t Jack. They ·,have
na~al
When ll1:~o\!bt,
threw it out. ·,.

visibl~,.

~o.1es.

., rii~g

;d~an
hot
, ·water " ·»: ,::'\ ·
•
. . A,;- d · bef ·
.
· or,e· putting
away•
3. \..·.M.ll
.. . ·:ry
·
·
: : ';i~fs even better to get in · th~ _habit of
, cle~g the board With a diluted bleach.
_solufion: 2 tablespoons bleach to 1 gallon water.,
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Frequent Resident
seeking day-time buddies.
I'm 41, in shape. Please
write to: T.H. 2887 Green
St., #4, San Francisco, CA
94123. (#02025)

Bi WM looking for
friend

Men Seeking Men

companion, possible L.T.R.-long walks on beach--quality conversation and love a
bonus. I am 50+, 6'2", excellent condition, good cook, good
listener and ready for Mr. Right.
Sharing time very important.
Open to all ages and types. N / D
and N JS. Please write. (#02027)

Handsome Muscular Mole
45 art class life model and massage student looking for warm,
gentle, loving, any-age man who
really appreciated the male
physique. I am open minded and
uninhibited. P.O. Box 22201,
Carmel, CA; 93922.

Me: Good looking G/M
wants partner into safer sex.
You: Blond or brunette, tall or
short as long as you know how
to have a good, hot time and stay
safe. Imagination is our only
limit. If you are new to safer sex,
I'll show you. Reply soon!!!
(#02026)

I'm in my SO's
I enjoy bowling, the outdoors,
long drives, gardening, yard
work. I am very artistic and creative. Looking for a friend, a
buddy and a lover. (#020301)

Just in Time for (Chinese) New Year
Year's Eve at the After Dark in Monterey. A
.
few of the celebrants at this year's fete.

Letters to the Editor
Personal Growth & HIV

,·--

Hi, my name is Jackie Burrell and
was diagnosed with the virus in 1989. I
was in Avenal Prison a five-month violation. I thought I would be cool and
get doing did I know I would wake up
in the hospital. When I came out of my
stupor, I had two 115's for Assault with
Intent to do Bodily Harm on a
Correctional Officer. I do not, to this
day, remember any of this altercation.
I was shipped to Greystone pending
disciplinary action, which resulted 150
days for each assault from the Board of
Prison Terms. In addition, I was
ordered by the court to be tested for
HIV. When my test came back positive,
the District Attorney filed charges
against me. I fought my case for nine
months - stressing myself out, killing
myself. I .received a two-year prison
term in court and a one-year SHU term
from ICC
I told myself over and over again I
can't have it. Not me. It crushed me
and all I could think was that I was
gonna die. I have lived ·on Walker for
the past five years. Just this year I got
enough-gumption to get out on the
yard. I was·in denial for so long. It has
been wonderful to know that I can be
where the HIV-negative live because
that had scared me to death. I didn't
know what my reaction to the rejection
would be.

In the past seven months I feel that I
have grown mentally and emotionally
by becoming an HIV Peer Educator. I
have. learned to change my whole lifestyle and behavior patterns. I have
been sick but in the last year I still keep
trucking on. I am going to go home
and make quality time for my, ZO-year
old son. Re has been my support
System as well as the women here that
are also HIV-positive. I have recently
been told that my HIV has progressed
and ihat I now have AIDS. I believe
that with the education I now have
and the change in my mental and emotional attitude, that I can outrun this
disease for another 10 to 15 years.
If you have HIV, you need to develop strength plus take care of your
hygiene even more ' I feel that when it
is God s time for me to leave -then I'll
do so then and not until. I l~ok forward to going out there and finally,
after 40 years, prove to myself, my
family and the community that I can
offer my love and help.
Be strong and you can do whatever
you set out to do.
- Jackie Burrell, Salinas

NB: The Paper invites your letters. Please
send them to: Letters to the Editor, The
Paper, 787 Laine St. #5, Monterey, Ca
93940. You can also e-mail them to Wes.
Please try to keep them under 150 words.
The Editors reserve the right to edit any
submission we choose to print for length
and content.

Personal View

Gone Dating
by William Miforette
Contributing Writer
f there is anything I love almost as much
as being in a relationship, it is being
asked for advice about relationships. It's
a time to ponder how you approach intimacy, dating, sex, and no sex in an time of
evolving (for the better, I think) mores.

I

Love American Style

Playing my role as Gay Pundit, I told Rob
that his decision had already been made,
and that if he flipped a coin to decide, he
would know which side he wanted to come
up. This may sound like fortune cookie philosophy, but it worked for him.
I tend to make decisions based on what is
obvious. In other words, when it comes to
dating I generally act on my instincts-no
second guessing, no lengthy abstract discussions over double .capps at Plumes. This is
more banal in the short run, but less painful
and self-destructive than finding yourself
stuck in a bad relationship.
People need to decide what
it is they desire, i.e., it's perfectly okay to want a man
with a 10" penis as much as a
man with a sparkling wit, just
don't expect Mr. Ed to excel in
pillowtalk afterward.

When it comes to
dating, I generally
act on my instincts
- no lengthy
abstract discus·
but Painful
sions over double Obvious,
Certainly one of the.Aoughcapps at Plumes. est lessons I've learned is that

A friend of mine called me
up with the following problem: Rob was on a hiking trip
and he met this man, Bob, the
man he had been waiting for
all of his life (or at least the
past year).
·
As is the case with most' of
these stories, Bob is intelligent,
funny, responsible, ·got a great
body, and likes mountain
climbing as much as Rob. Bob
is also HIV+.
Bob revealed this to Rob before they had
been intimate. Then Bob said that he was
going away on a trip for a .week, and that
Rob should make use of the time to think
about whether he wanted to continue the
relationship now that sex and spit and sweat
and condoms and in other words risk had
entered the picture.
I got a call from Rob the next day.

no matter how hard you try,
you will never fix the one flaw
in an otherwise perfect boyfriend. You either
love it or leave it. In Rob's case, this wasn't
an option.
The greatest res~mrce available to gay
men is the freedom to discuss personal woes
with other men, something our straight
brothers sadly do without. Gay men see
things a bit clearer because of this, but they
often refuse to accept what is obvious to
those around them.

Services ,~- :: ,,, · .. . - ."~-7~,;,Ri-'"
From Wedded Wife to Lesbian Life

WomenCARE

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)

Local group for married/ once married lesbians
now forming. One day workshop 3/24. Support &
resources for women making this complex transformation. Led by Deborah Abbott; M.A., M.F.CC
psychotherapist and author. For info or to register,
call (408) 464-2168. Confidentiality assured.
Individual sessions also available.

Women's cancer advocacy, resources and education, 457-CARE

Central Office. 373-3713 or 424-9874

Lesbian Therapy Group
For Lesbians coming out, becoming empowered,
wanting healthy relationships with self and others.
Weekly, fee charged. Call 648-4405.

373-4491 or 373-0823

Battered Lesbians Support Therapy

Lesbian & gay political organization. Call 899-2263
·
for info.

For lesbians involved in emotionally or physically
abusive relationships. Meets weekly (th.ere is a
fee). Call 649-6283.

After Dark
214 Lighthouse Ave., New Monterey (near the
Presidio, cross street Reeside) Dancing, full bar.
373-7828

Blue Lagoon
"Alternative" dancing in the heart of Santa Cruz.
923 Pacific Avenue, Santa Cruz, 423-7117

Monterey Rape Crisis Center
Rape Crisis Line, 375-4357; North County Crisis
line, 633-5900; Office, 373-3955.

Slightly Older Lesbians
459-0607

Franco's Norma Jean

Women's Bisexual Network

10639 Merritt St., Castroville (near the Wells Fargo
Bank) Dancing, full bar. 633-2090

of Santa Cruz and the Greater Monterey Bay Area
427-4556

Bisexual Support Group

Defensa de Mujeres Hotline
685-3737: provides bicultural crises intervention,
support, advocacy, and counseling for survivor of
rape and domestic violence, they operate a confidential shelter for battered women and their children, and offers Temporary Restraining Order
assistance and court accompaniment. 24 hours,
every day, bilingual.

Guided rap and discussion group at the Billy
Defrank (see listing under "Community"), 2932429

Women's Bisexual Network
Of Santa Cruz and the Greater Monterey Bay Area
427-4556.

454-4014

Flowering at The Blue Rose

Parental Stress Support Hotline
426-7322: support and counseling to help parents
cope with stress and reduce the risk of child abuse.
Being a parent isn't easy, and you don't have to
face it alone. 24 hours, every day, bilingual.

Suicide Prevention Hotline
458-5300: confidential peer support counseling and
emergency intervention for community members
in danger of harming themselves. 24 hours; every
day, bilingual.

Women's Crises Support Hotline

So many who are really girls! Longing, frustration.
Blue Rose offers help to those really wanting to
come out. No meetings. B.R. parties at'safe locations. Do you have a cozy home? Lessons on how
to become a transvestite. B.R. is actively bi, gay,
erotic. Ages 30-60. Non-dressers can be fun too!
Call Gayle 685-2309.

Transgender Resources -~~-"''·r
Transgender Supporl Groups

429-1478: crises intervention, support, advocacy,
Meets in Carmel, Tuesday evenings, 6:00-7:30 p.m.,
and counseling for women who have experienced _ Starting Sept. 5th. Call Terri Austin at (408) 649domestic violence, sexual assault, or chemical
6283/ (408) 625-5573.
dependency, operates a confidential shelter for batTransgender
Support Group
tered women and their children, and offers
462-3663
Temporary Restraining Order Assistance and court
accompaniment. 24 hours, every day, bilingual.

Youth Services Crises Line
425-0771 : help and counseling for teens (including
runaways) with family conflicts, emotional, personal, or drug and or alcohol problems, and
neglect, abuse and or molestation. 24 hours, every
day, bilingual.

HIV /AIDS Resources ·

·o;;;i,_,,~,~,,

Man to Man
Offering a variety of sex positive programs and
events. Sponsor of Hot & Healthy safer sex parties,
gay male outreach and education. Contact Justin
Larson at 772-8202.

Gay Men's Health Coalition
649-2555 .

Monterey County AIDS Project (MCAP)
Services for those with HIV/ AIDS. Volunteers
always welcome. 780 Hamilton, Seaside, 394-4747;
and lO Sherwood Dr. Ste. 5, Salinas, 772-8200.

Gay /Lesbian /Bisexual /Transgendered
Advisory Committee of MCAP
Meets the 2nd Fri. of each month, call 647-8033.

BAYMEC

Grande Cypress Empire of Monterey
A non-profit fundraising organizationbenefiting
local gay and AIDS agencies. 899-2048

Integrity
Gay Episcopalian group. Call 484-2326.

Lesbian Alliance .
A local group offering a variety of social activities.
Call 648-4338 for more information.

Metropolitan Community Church
Services held Sunday evenings at Mariposa Hall,
801 Lighthouse Ave. Monterey, Call 335-0466 or
372-2182

Monterey County Health Department
HIV testing and other services. 755-4512

Monterey Pride Association (MPA)
Responsible for planning and organizing
Monterey's Annual gay pride festival and parade.'
Leave a message for Scott by calling Flanders at
the Carmel Floral Company

• OTHER AREA RESOURCES·
African American Men's Group

A social group for professional men & women
from the Central Coast. Meetings are held the second Wednesday of every month. 659-2446.

Women Seeking Women
Men Seeking Men
Bis~xual
Alternative Lifestyles

D
D
D

Transgender
Transvestite
Other --------

(Men Seeking Women, Women Seeking Men)

( Please print CLEARLY. Use another sheet of paper if you need more space.)

PO Box 7070, Santa Cruz, CA 95061

Men's Night Out
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The Paper cannot process your ad without the following info:

City
Phone

3M Foundation
The Magi<;, Music & Memory Foundation of
Monterey County is a local non-profit 501C4 public benefit corporation dedicated to promoting a
fun and inexpensive environment through entertainment while raising funds for worthy causes.
Call the After Dark at 373-7828 for show information.

175 Stockton Avenue, San Jose, CA 95126, 293-2429,
Gay & Lesbian Legal Association of Santa Cruz
459-8901, Gay /Lesbian/ Bisexual Resource Center
Merrill College, UCSC, 459-2468

Gays Over (and Under) Forty Potluck

High Tech Gays
At the Billy Defrank Center. 293-2429. Point your
browsers to http://www.htg.org/ general/ resources.shtml

HIV+ Support Group for.Men & Women

Voces de Ambiente

Sponsored by the Monterey County AIDS Project
(MCAP). Group meets every 2nd and 4th Tuesday
at 7 p.m. at MCAP in Seaside. Call MCAP at 3944747.

Gay, bi, questioning Latino men's support group,
427-5596

Physically Disabled Queers (PDQ)

Young Men's Movie -Night

At the Billy DeFrank (see listing w1der
"Community"), 293-2429

San Jose Pride
San Jose, 235-1034

Listings are free
for any local non-profit
orgranization.
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1328 Commerce Lane in Santa Cruz. A great
resource for all of your queer needs. Call 425LGBC for info on programs & activities.

Radical Faeries

Send your community
resource information
to The Paper.

I
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Santa Cruz L/G/B/T Community Center

335-5861

Social i;athering (for men under 30) 457-1441

t

Street Address

Social gathering 457-1441

Proyecto SID A de Santa Cruz 911 A Center Street,
PO Box 557, Santa Cruz 95061, 427-3900.

D
D
D
D

Name

Hypnosis for Healing invites HIV+ men & women
to a monthly relaxation workshop. For more info,
call MCAP at 394A747.

Santa Cruz AIDS Project

Personals:

Comprehensive health services and education in
Spanish and English for the Pajaro Valley. Call 7633413 (voicemail).

HIV+ Hypnotherapy Workshop

Support group for moms of people with AIDS.
Meets the 2nd & 4th Weds. of every month in
Monterey. Call 655-1737 or Jeanne Steinbach at
484-2265.

--------------------------- t

Salud Para La Gente

A friendly gathering for area residents. Call 4233829 for more information.

Moms for Moms

Community Resource

Peninsula Professionals Network (PPN)

Billy Defrank Lesbian,and Gay Community
Center

Equinox

Housing and other services. Michael Center, 540
Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, 655-1737

List Under:

D

Monterey, 655-FLAG: Meets the 4th Tuesday of
every month in Carmel. Call 655-FLAG for info on
meetings and speakers.Other local chapters: San
Jose, Gilroy & Morgan HIii, 270-8182: Menlo Park
and San Mateo, (415) 857-1058, Santa Cruz (408)
662-4780:

Bayside Bare Boys

support for young gay, bi,and questioning men:
903 Pacific Avenue, Suite 207 A, Santa Cruz, CA
95060, 457-1441

John XXIII AIDS Ministry

Classified

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
(PFLAG)

• OTHER AREA RESOURCES·

An ad hoc committee to promote minority access
to HIV/ AIDS services throughout Monterey
County. For meeting information call Deborah
Aguayo-Delgado at 394-474.7.

Meets J:he 1st & 3rd Suns. of the month in Salinas
at 7 p.m. Call MCAP for location and more info
394-4747.

0

Monterey County's only gay newspaper. Write for
us, take photos, draw cartoons; help with layout or
distribution. Call Barbara at 647-8906 or Wes at
655-3756, or write to P.O. Box 2081, Monterey,
93942-2081 or stickyrice@aol.com.

At the Billy Defrank (see listing under
"Community", San Jose, 293-2429

Diversity Committee of MCAP

Family, Friends, & Partners Group

Classifieds·.·.·
& Personals
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The Paper

Transvestite Resources~~~~~

HIV Testing Hotline (Santa Cruz)

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) for
Monterey County

Santa Cruz County ln·Qweery
The LGBTCC's amazing monthly newsletter, P.O.
Box 8280, Santa Cruz, CA 95061,·
SCLGBTCC@AOLCOM, 425-LGBC

Santa Cruz Pride
Annual LGBT parade and celebration, P.O. Box
8280, Santa Cruz, CA 95061, Attn: Pride, 425LGBC.

Southbay Leather and Uniform Group (SLUG)
947-SLUG. Triangle Speakers A Santa Cruz County
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Education Project, 849
Almar Avenue #C222, Santa Cruz, 95060 (mail
only). 425-3227

State

Zip

~

For Personal Ads:
I certify that.lam 18 years of age or older:
l{;J

---- .

(Signature required)

For Classified Ads:
I certify that the above information is accurate and complete:
l{;J
(Signature required)

LEGAL STUFF YOU SHOULD READ
Paper holds or assumes no responsibility for
Guidelines: Include any information about the content of personal ads, nor to any reply
yourself th~t you would like to share, but received by the advertiser. The advertiser
please note that The Paper reserves the right to · assumes full and total liability for the content
edit for graphic language or reject any ad of the ad and all replies received. The adverdeemed offensive or negative. The Paper will tiser agrees that The Paper and its employees
only consider ads submitted by persons 18 are to be indemnified of any liabilities, damyears of age or older. No ads seeking persons ages resulting from the publication, or any
under age 18 will be published. Disdaimer: The costs or expenses (including attorney's fees).

The Paper is a digitally savvy queer publication. Layout is done in Quark Xpress (a
gay invention, ya know) on Wes' stylish
but somewhat pokey PowerMac. Layout
ideas lifted from several notable publications. Non-digital text
is OCR-ed in Textbridge. Photos are
scanned in at 170 dpi and "improved" in
Photoshop. EPS images are created using
Streamline and Illustrator. National news
comes via the· Worldwide Web, AOL, and
eWorld. Quark files are dumped ·onto a
Syquest disk, a technology The Paper finds
annoying, to be output direct to film at

f"
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1200 dpi, a technology The Paper finds
remarkable. Plates and printing are done
by the able presspeople at The Herald. The
layout staff works to ·"The Best of the
Stylistics", "The Best of
the Village People"
and the incoherent
ramblings of the layout staff at 4 a.9iilll
Creative insight and a chronic shortness of
breath courtesy 4 a.m. cram sessions and a
pack-a-day Winstons habit, respectively
(although the layout staff is sobering up
for Lent or until someone misses a damn
deadline. The Paper is a 99% digital, 90%
queer publication. We try harder for you.

10. I would walk home with you, but some dog owner might
come along and try to scoop you -off of the sidewalk.
9. I think you've confused me with a pro bono attorney.
8. I'm recuperating from an accident and I'm finally able to use
my right hand. I'm enioying the freedom.
7. I can only love men from afar, much farther than where
you' re standing.
.,_

6. My mother told me never to put anything in my mouth that
looked like you.
5. What do I look like? The SPCA?
4. Are you trying to impress me or sell your car?
3. This is a restroom, not a reception line.
2. I enioyed talking with you, but now I have to feed my masculine side.
1. Sorry, I only date men.
Many thanks to Michael, Dino, and the hundreds of obnoxious gay men who can't talce a hint.
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Receive Monterey's only gay paper by mail!
Rate: 1 year (six issues): S12
The Paper is mailed in ·a fashionably plain envelope.

Today's Date: _ _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~S~ta~te_ _~Zi..__p_ Home Phone (including area code) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NOTE: Subscription rates apply only to mailing addresses within the continental
United States. The Paper cannot fulfill your subscription without the ab~ve information. It will be kept strictly confidential. Subscription requests not accompanied
by payment will not be accepted. Your subscription starts with the following issue.

Make checks payable to The Paper.

)

Mail to:

The Paper
787 loine St. #5
Monterey, CA 93940.
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